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PROJECT

Digital Biomarkers for Resilience Research

  Since treatment-oriented approaches alone have not been successful in alleviating the globally increasing burden
of mental disorders, researchers and policymakers are increasingly emphasizing the importance of early detection
and prevention. Exposure to adverse events or stressors constitutes a major risk factor for the development of
mental health conditions, particularly the highly prevalent depressive and anxiety-associated disorders. Therefore,
one promising research avenue towards prevention is the science of resilience, which describes the maintenance or
quick recovery of mental wellbeing during or after periods of adversity.
The study of individual resilience processes relies crucially on the accurate monitoring of symptoms before the
onset of a disorder. However, traditional mental health assessments, such as self-report, can be insensitive to subtle
and often heterogeneous subclinical symptoms. With my project, I want to examine the use of digital biomarkers
(DBMs) as novel, more objective and sensitive indicators of disorder symptoms in healthy but stress-exposed adults.
Clinical work suggests that patients’ facial expressivity and voice pitch derived from video-recorded clinical
interviews can serve as DBMs, aiding disorder diagnosis and prognosis. To extend this work to subclinical
populations, I recently developed a novel interview paradigm that captures transdiagnostic symptom clusters
including anxiety, depression, and somatisation. Facial movements, vocal acoustics, and other behavioural features
displayed during the interview are extracted from video recordings using machine-learning algorithms. As a first
proof-of-concept, my aim is to identify the behaviours that best predict self-reported mental health problems.
These may ultimately serve in future resilience research as more objective indicators of underlying psychological
dysfunction, such as flattened affect.
At the Wissenschaftskolleg, I intend to evaluate data from my interview paradigm and the current literature to
address the following questions: Is it possible to identify DBMs that reliably indicate subclinical transdiagnostic
symptoms? If so, which type of behaviours are most informative? Lastly, I will explore the use of DBMs to assess
psychological, social, and structural resources, as well as ethical questions related to digital health monitoring.
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TUESDAY COLLOQUIUM, 29.02.2024

Mental Resilience and Digital Biomarkers: New Solutions for the

Mental Health Crisis?

  How can humans thrive in the face of severe adversity? In times of “polycrisis” and global exhaustion, this question
is regaining momentum across scientific disciplines, from philosophy to psychology. When external conditions seem
dire yet uncontrollable, one solution is to focus on our individual ability to thrive despite our circumstances.

Humans have a remarkable capacity to withstand and even grow from adverse experiences. In psychology, mental
resilience describes the phenomenon of maintaining good mental health when facing adversity. Such resilient
responses are surprisingly common, but not universal. Resilience research therefore seeks to identify factors that
facilitate resilient responses, from individual skills to environmental resources. Identified resilience factors can then
be strengthened through targeted interventions, thus supporting continued wellbeing. A promising approach
particularly for clinical psychology, where it may help to prevent the development of mental health problems and
disorders frequently linked to experiences of adversity.

Before we can begin to ask how to be resilient, however, we must first answer the question: How do we know that
someone is unwell? Can we detect the signs of distress and disorder early enough to allow effective intervention? In
the quest to quantify subjective wellbeing, psychologists have long struggled with the limitations of self-reporting,
whether in interviews or questionnaires. Some psychiatrists and neuroscientists emphasize the physical basis of
mental disorders and study their correlates for example in the structure and function of the brain. Identifying neural
and other "biomarkers" of mental disorders has become a billion-dollar research question. So far, however, clinical
application remains limited, and recent years have seen some sobering results.

Now, a new technological solution may be on the horizon. “Digital biomarkers” describe digital signatures of human
wellbeing for example in social media posts, text messages, and video recordings. Research increasingly suggests
that these data are sensitive to early signs of mental disorder and can even predict future diagnoses. The necessary
data can be collected and evaluated fully automatically. Thus, digital biomarkers may be used to monitor human
wellbeing on an unprecedented scale. For resilience research, they promise to track signs of disorder risk with
exceptional temporal resolution, allowing help to be offered just when it is needed. In my talk, I will present a novel
video-recorded interview paradigm I developed to identify digital biomarkers of transdiagnostic mental health
problems. Using machine learning, features such as facial emotion, voice pitch and speech valence can be extracted
from the recordings. These may serve as objective, rich indicators of mental wellbeing and disorder risk. I will outline
the implementation of this approach for resilience research, discuss its promises and pitfalls, and raise questions and
ideas for future application in healthcare.  
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